Ubiquitin-specific proteases from Arabidopsis thaliana: cloning of AtUBP5 and analysis of substrate specificity of AtUBP3, AtUBP4, and AtUBP5 using Escherichia coli in vivo and in vitro assays.
A cDNA for a new ubiquitin-specific protease (UBP), AtUBP5, was identified from Arabidopsis thaliana flower mRNA using an oligonucleotide made against the conserved UBP cysteine (Cys) box. The 924-amino-acid AtUBP5 contains the regions characteristic of all UBPs and has 35% identity and 53% similarity overall to a mammalian UBP (Unp), resulting from additional significant similarity outside these regions. AtUBP5 has 48% identity and 58% similarity overall to two uncharacterized Arabidopsis genomic sequences but is distinct outside the UBP conserved regions from two other previously published Arabidopsis UBPs, AtUBP3 and -4. Using in vivo Escherichia coli assays, which allow co-expression of GSTAtUBPs and substrates, we show that all three UBPs were active. AtUBP5 was active without 311 amino acids N-terminal to the active site cysteine, or without 233 nonconserved amino acids between the Cys and His boxes, or without both, indicating the core region was sufficient. In in vivo and in vitro assays, GSTAtUBP3, -4, and -5 exhibited preference for specific Ub-Ub linkages, suggesting accessibility and/or conformation is important and demonstrating that these enzymes cleave post-translationally. A chimeric UBP consisting of the AtUBP5 Cys box with AtUBP3 amino acids was active and exhibited AtUBP3 specificity, indicating that the modular nature of UBPs and specificity for cleavage sites is not determined by the Cys box.